What You Don’t Know About This
Biomagnetic Dermal Treatment Could

CHANGE THE AGE
OF YOUR

SKIN

For jowls, crepey skin, marionette lines & more…
See the Power of Magnetic Induction Heating Produce Long
Term Collagen Response In Aging Skin
2016

2016

BioFusionary

You used to turn heads, but now
you’re the woman that’s fading
into the wallpaper.
When you’re gazing in the mirror, the burning question on your
mind may be how to get back that healthy glow from the ravages
of time. But for those of us who’ve gone through it, the picture of
prickly needles, sharp knives and painful burns are all too fresh in
our memory.
You hesitate and you’re unsure of how to go forward.
Most of us aren’t searching for just a “more youthful” face, but a
radiant suppleness that only certain treatments can give: THE
GLOW, THE HEALTHY APPEARANCE AND THE FIRMNESS
THAT LASTS.
In the quest for youthfulness, you’ve probably spent a lot of time and
money in and out of treatment offices, doctor’s procedures, medical
spas and consultations only to end up frustrated and disappointed.
It’s easy to look into the mirror and ask “Is it hopeless? Should I just
give up?” Sometimes it feels like for every step forward you take two
steps back.
Well, forget about the arsenal of cosmetic injectables or the chemical
peels that leave their mark.
Now you can age without giving it all up. You can get back the rosy
cheeks, the plump skin, the luminous vitality of youth.

It’s about getting realistic results…
results that mean you’ll be one of those women
whose age isn’t obvious.
You can’t quite tell.
She could be 35, she could be 55.
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Aging gracefully is one thing, but aging wisely is
better.
If you’re still reading this, it means you are one of
those women that values the way you look, you value your health and you value the way your friends
and family see you. You’re not happy to let your age
happen to you.
And it means you’re not ready to give up. You have
a lot of fight left in you. You know elegance is not
about being noticed, it’s about being remembered.
Our skin’s reaction to the ravenous effects of aging - moisture depletion, sagging, dryness, creasing, crepey-ness and more - can be treated to restore youthfulness through biomagnetic induction.

Now you can erase
decades from your skin
without painful, risky
and expensive medical
procedures.

Biofusionary is a biomagnetic induction treatment. This means that the lower layers of the skin
which contain collagen tissue are stimulated with
a high level of heat. The result? An instant, noticeable smoothing and tightening of the skin and anv
on-going improvement over the next 3-4 months.
Such instant results are a product of Biofusionary’s
new technology.

After

Before
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Stimulating Collagen Renewal
with High Heat

To understand how Biofusionary works it’s important to understand
the skin’s natural healing response.
When heat reaches the deep layers of the skin and underlying
muscle, an instant healing response is triggered. Biofusionary uses
rapidly changing magnetic fields to deliver high heat to these tissues.
This heating triggers the body’s natural heat shock healing and
repair mechanisms to respond by building a firmer, thicker and more
toned matrix.

You’re getting the benefits of your body’s
highly effective natural healing response,
but avoiding the injury and discomfort that
would normally be needed to trigger it.
When Biofusionary generates this heat deep within the skin – the
skin is “tricked” into an intensive healing process.
That means dramatic improvements, instantly and over the course
of coming months, without any damage.
This healing response triggers a realignment of the muscle tissue to
restore skin tone, and also prompts a collagen response that “keeps
on giving” as the skin regenerates itself.
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No Pain, Just Gain?
The advanced technology used in Biofusionary means that these
instant and powerful results can be achieved without damage or
downtime. It is painlessness and real results- a combination virtually nonexistent in other effective anti-aging therapies.
After long term development from top ranking biomedical innovators and the trusted clearance of the FDA – the anti-aging treatment with rapid results is here.
Developed specifically to achieve natural results for aging skin, twith
a dramatically lifted and toned appearance, there’s nothing like the
Biofusionary for glowing skin and instant vitality.

After A Decade In Development, It’s
Being Released To Colorado Markets First
The Biofusionary Bebe is the final product of 10
years of development by Colorado based biomedical inventor, Dr. Kevin Marchitto.
After $4M in its development and a seal of
clearance by the FDA, it’s finally ready for release.

Imagine having an on-demand solution to aging
that doesn’t hurt, doesn’t have any downtime
and actually works.

Call Now Schedule Your 1st Session
At One Of Our Front Range Locations

720-410-9917
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All About Biofusionary
BioFusionary

Scientifically Proven- Incredible Results & FDA Clearance
Start with one treatment
Users of Biofusionary usually begin with a simple introductory treatment to experience the effects and then discuss a tailored treatment
plan. Users usually experience an immediate rosy flush to the skin,
and a firming that grows into a visible glow by the time they leave
their treatment.

A Gentle Application Of Heat, From the Inside Out
Because the Biomagnetic Induction generates the heat from the
lower layers of the skin, no initial ‘feeling’ of heat is noticeable. The
wand is first placed over the skin in 2-10 second increments, then
slowly moved around the treated area until every inch is covered.
As the wand is placed more intensively and for longer periods on
the desired area, the heat builds up over the course of a treatment
and sneaks up on the body’s nerves from underneath, prompting
the wand to be left on the skin for shorter and shorter periods.
It can feel “hot” at the end of the longer treatment, similar to a hot
stone treatment, but the heated feeling grows from underneath
as the wand is used. However, when the wand is pulled away, the
heat subsides almost instantly. It’s never a ‘burning’ sensation (like
in Chemical peels or fraxels) it’s simply an intensifying, pleasant
warmth from beneath the skin.

Great Results “Over-Lunch” : 25 to 40
minutes… is all it takes.
The Biofusionary difference is in quick visits with zero downtime.
We call them ‘over-lunch’ results because some of our returning clients prefer to pop in for a 25 min touch-up appointment over lunch.
With no negative visible effects of treatment, just a visibly lifted
appearance with glowing skin, it’s the choice of busy women. The
first few Biofusionary treatments usually last a 30-40 minutes, with
touch-up and maintenance visits being even quicker.
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3-4 treatments
As incredible as it sounds, the Biofusionary is able to start noticeable improvement instantly after only one treatment.
However, 3-4 treatments is when the real magic starts to happen
and the real efficacy of localized heating starts to shine.

How does it feel on your skin?
When you experience the Biofusionary treatment, the heat generating wand is applied to the skin and generates heat down at the lowest layers of the dermis. Initially, all you feel is a gentle warmth as
your skin responds.
After multiple passes upon the same area, the heat begins to build
up in the skin. As the heat reaches the nerves in the outer layer of
the skin, the sensation of warmth shifts to more of a direct heat.
It feels similar to an electric blanket or the initial application of a
hot stone. The heat rapidly dissipates as the wand is removed. It has
been described as a reverse hot stone massage - the feeling of heat is
not immediately noticeable, but as the Biofusionary begins to work
it’s magic more intensely, the gentle warming from beneath the skin
grows into a more direct heat.

I thought it might hurt, but as the wand slowly worked
it’s way around the skin, it was this really pleasant
heating just like a hot stone massage. It got hotter
the longer it was on, but it never hurt. Big change from
what I’m used to! It’s good though, because I do feel it
ENOUGH to know that it’s working!
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You’ll notice results from Biofusionary as soon as your treatment is
done. Women have noted an immediate lift that improves with time
and the skin becomes more radiant in weeks to come.
It is radiance that comes from the Biomagnetic induction prompting blood flow and resulting in an immediate and visible glow. The
deeper, longer-lasting effect of Biofusionary takes place, too, as the
new collagen regeneration process begins.
This radiance usually lasts through the first day or so yet as the glow
softens, the firming and lifting begin to take over.
An amazing point of evidence of the efficacy of the machine is the
side-by-side notable changes. You can examine a patient mid-treatment and view the comparative difference of the side of the face
‘touched’ by the Biofusionary and the untreated side.

Phenomenal, it works!”
Dr. Robert Moreno

As the underlying collagen continues to realign beneath the skin,
the results of Biofusionary continue to improve for up to 6 months,
and maintain through 9-12 months.
The treatment doesn’t “disappear”, but as skin continues to age, like
many other anti-aging options on the market, skin requires subtle
touch ups or follow up treatments.
However, these treatments appear to have the same lasting power as
the initial treatments making Biofusionary a viable annual option
for radiant skin. Zero burning, peeling, swelling or downtime. Best
of all, the results really do look natural.
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Biofusionary Changes
How You View Anti-Aging

Instant results. No downtime.

Before

After

Imagine not having to ‘book in’ treatments weeks (or months ahead)
and plan the rest of your life around your appointment? Imagine
never having to avoid social events and dinner parties until your
chemical peel “heals up.” No more skipping charity benefits entirely
because your waiting for bruising to clear up.
For many of us, this is our reality, but Biofusionary wants to introduce us to a new one.
While Biofusionary erases the need for downtime, it erases the need
for painful and ineffective treatments, too. You won’t have to plan
your life around a treatment, endure a level of pain for a small payoff
or look in the mirror wondering how to squeeze another invasive
treatment into your busy schedule.
You’ll never have to wonder “why did I do this to myself?” after a
not-so-great chemical peel.
Biofusionary is ideal for lunchtime touch ups too, before a big night
out or a speaking engagement. It’s ideal for amping up the extra
“wow” factor before a big day or night.
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Here are some of the incredible
benefits we’ve seen from the
Biofusionary:
No downtime: instant perks and a visible glow so that you
can get back to life right away.
Immediate visible results: so that you won’t be waiting to
see a change.
Collagen Realignment that improves over time so that
your treatment lasts and improves, not fizzles out.
Gentle Process with Dramatic Results: minimal discomfort and painless options available. That’s almost nonexistent
in any other effective anti-aging treatment.
Better and longer lasting results than virtually any other
anti-aging option available.

Before

1 Treatment

Multiple Treatments

Call To Schedule Your Introductory Biofusionary Treatment
At One Of Our Front Range Locations

720-410-9917
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Special Introductory Offer
After our work with numerous clients, we’ve identified the top
three areas that betray a woman’s age.
So as a no-risk way to try Biofusionary for yourself, we’re offering
tailored treatments to target these three areas for an introductory price so low, we can’t reveal it online.
Choose The Area You’d Like To Target
And Call To Schedule Your Visit

• Jowls
• Mouth
• Neck

(Naso Labial Folds)
(Marionette Lines)

Call Now Schedule Your 1st Session
At One Of Our Front Range Locations

720-410-9917

Before

After

Before

After

DISCLAIMER: this offer simply won’t last. Once Biofusionary is released nationwide, we cannot guarantee the
price of the treatment. Space on the machine is limited so schedule your introductory visit today.
Our ‘Results You’ll Love’ Guarantee: If you don’t absolutely see, feel and love the results of your first introductory treatment, we will give you a second intensive treatment on the body part of your choice free of charge.

